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Today, we show 
software examples
of real-time control
in concatenative 
synthesis.
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Topics for today ...

Systems architecture 

Example: A 185 MB piano

Structured Audio tutorial

Concatenative coding techniques



MIDI 
cable

Piano 
Samples

Stereo 
Audio Out



MIDI : A network protocol for 
musical instrument control

Dave Smith, NY AES 
Convention, 1981

Unidirectional serial link - 31,250 Hz



Sends 
commands
for 
key press, 
key release, 
knobs. 
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MIDI: Commands sent on a wire

128 notes, 
60 = Middle C

127 strike 
velocities, 
0 = NoteOff

Controllers 
send 7-bit 
values. Ex: 
controller 7 
is channel 
volume.

Program change: 7-bit number 
maps channel to a timbre.

Command sent on one 
of 16 voice channels



Due Next Weds!



MIDI 
cable

Eric Scheirer (MIT Media Lab)

Standardized 
language 

Many 
implementations ...

Structured Audio
SAOL (pronounced ”sail”)





A SAOL “Instr”Where 
MIDI 
meets 
SAOL

Sets program 
number for a 
MIDI channel

MIDI 
program 
number

Instance passed in 
NoteOn number and 
velocity.

Each MIDI 
NoteOn 
launches a new 
instance of the 
instr bound to 
the program 
number.NoteOff 

schedules 
instance 
to 
terminate



Benefits

The language run-
time does real-time 
scheduling for you. 
All you do is supply 
behavior code.

No extra code for 
polyphony.

The language makes 
parallelism explicit: 
SAOL code is multi-
core ready.



instr sine (pitch, vel) preset 0 { 

    // Variable declarations

            

    // Code that runs once, at
    // instantiation.

    // Code that runs at the start
    // of each control cycle.

    // Code that runs at the audio
    // sample rate.
  } 

Execution model global {
  srate 44100; 
  krate 1050; 
  } 

Global block sets audio and 
control sample rates.

Benefit: Keeps code for all 
timescales in one place.

Birth

i-rate
“spoken words” i-PASS

K-rate“phonemes” K-PASS

A-rate
“waveform” A-PASS

No 
ipass
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global {

  srate 44100;
  krate 1050;

  table right_060_mf(sample, -1,
    "060_C3KM56_M.wav");
}

Example 1:  One Note Fits All ...
Plays one piano sample across entire keyboard.  
Each key plays same pitch.

Piano sample file on disk.

Variable name used in 
SAOL program code.

Samples read from disk and 
locked into RAM during startup.
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instr piano_proto (pitch, vel) preset 0 {

  imports exports table right_060_mf;
  ivar rel_time, full_scale, volume;
  ksig k, rel;
  asig i;

  // **********************
  // computed during i-pass
  // **********************

  rel_time = 0.250;
  full_scale = 0.25;
  volume = full_scale*(vel/127);  // NoteOn velocity
                                  // scales volume

Instr declaration + i-rate code

How global {} variables are made visible in an instr.

Assignments to a variable 
happen at the rate indicated by 
these keywords (ivar, ksig , asig).

“vel” is the velocity 
value of the NoteOn 
that created the 

instance.
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  // **********************
  // computed during k-pass
  // **********************

  if (released && !rel)    // Add release time when NoteOff occurs
    {
      rel = 1;
      extend(rel_time);
    }

if (!rel &&
   (k > ftlen(right_060_mf) - rel_time*s_rate - 2*(s_rate/k_rate)))
    {
      turnoff; // Force NoteOff before we run out of samples
    }

  k = k + (s_rate/k_rate);

Instr k-rate code
A “standard name” (built-in variable).

released is 1 if instance is slated 
for termination before next k-pass.

We postpone termination so 
that we can fade note out.
extend() is a SAOL command.

If so, we “force” a NoteOff by using 
the turnoffcommand. Next 
kpass, released will be 1.

 Is the sample ready to run out?
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  // **********************
  // computed during a-pass
  // **********************

  if (!rel)    // Attack and sustain portion of note

    {
      output(volume*tableread(right_060_mf, i));
    }

  else        // Release envelope after NoteOff

    {
      output(aline(volume, rel_time, 0)*
             tableread(right_060_mf, i));
    }

  i = i + 1;

  // **********************
  // computed during a-pass
  // **********************

  if (!rel)    // Attack and sustain portion of note

    {
      output(volume*tableread(right_060_mf, i));
    }

  else        // Release envelope after NoteOff

    {
      output(aline(volume, rel_time, 0)*
             tableread(right_060_mf, i));
    }

  i = i + 1;

Instr a-rate code

output
Sum 
audio 
sample 
value 
onto the 
instr’s 
“output 
bus”.

NoteOff: Scale by fadeout envelope.

NoteOn: Scale by velocity constant.

tableread(..., i) Interpolated 
read of the i’th sample of the table.

Demo 
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Sample Databases



global { 

  table left_024_mf
    (sample, -1, "024_C0KM56_M.wav");

  table right_024_mf
    (sample, -1, "024_C0KM56_M.wav");

  table left_031_mf
    (sample, -1, "031_G0KM56_M.wav");

  table right_031_mf
    (sample, -1, "031_G0KM56_M.wav");

Sample database

[...]

But how do we 
conveniently access 
100s of samples in a 
SAOL program?



instr full (pitch, vel) preset 0 {

imports exports table low;
imports exports table mid;
imports exports table hi;

tablemap set(low, mid, high);

output(tableread(set[1], i));

}

Tablemaps

Reads from 
“mid” table

0 1 2
Index values


